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Theory of everything - Wikipedia
Followings are the fundamental sixteen truths available in the
universe always. Every things in the Nature are changing
rapidly in three ways as generating.
Albert Einstein Quotes
Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of
truth. . It's convenient with that fellow Einstein, every year
he retracts what he wrote the year .. Whether you can observe
a thing or not depends on the theory which you use. . The
human mind can picture these dimensions no more than it can
envisage electricity.

Biocentrism / Robert Lanza’s Theory of Everything
In their new book You Are The Universe Deepak Choppra and the
universe as a conscious universe (which is far different than
any current model in existence The reason we say 'You are the
universe' is nothing less than that is the truth. “ Everything
we perceive is a mental creation, accumulated over.
Our Cosmic Insignificance
Scientists tell us, for example, that the universe is more
than 13 billion Many take our insignificance to be an obvious,
undeniable truth. .. If the cosmic response is divided between
everything, any response to even the.

At the South Pole, astronomers try to unravel a force greater
than gravity that will we can see of it, our galaxy doesn't
have enough mass to keep everything in place. “The South Pole
has the harshest environment on Earth, but also the most .
just to make sure that Einstein's equations for gravity hold
true at the shortest.
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Wow "Similarly, if you use time as an imaginary coordinate,
you no longer get a big bang, spacetime becomes a sphere.
These principles have worked so well on simple examples that
we can be reasonably confident they will work for more complex
examples. April 18, "When a blind beetle crawls over the
surface of the globe, he doesn't realize that the track he has
covered is curved.
Iftherearemanymoresimulatedmindsthanorganicones,thenthechancesofu
Theory of Everything, or of Nothing? Reasons to believe that
the universe is a simulation include the fact that it behaves
mathematically and is broken up into pieces subatomic
particles like a pixelated video game.
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That would depend on how different from a cosmological
constant it is.
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